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A new form of the Boltzmann kinetic equation, which takes the conservation laws explicitly 
into account, is proposed and used to derive an equation for the temperature relaxation in a 
two-temperature mixture of classical gases. An approximate estimate is given for the re
laxation time of this process. 

LANDAU[!] derived an expression for the relax
ation time in a system of electrons and ions in the 
case in which the electron and ion subsystems 
have a quasi-equilibrium Maxwell distribution 
with differing moduli (temperatures). The basis 
of this derivation is that the mass of the particles 
of one .of the components of the mixture is negli
gibly small in comparison with the mass of the 
particles of the second component, and that, be
cause of the Coulomb law of interaction between 
the charged particles, "collisions" at large target 
distances, for which a change in the absolute value 
of the momenta of the "colliding" particles is 
small, predominate. Subsequently, the problem of 
Landau has been considered in more detail by 
Dougal and Goldstein[ 2J and by Kihara [3]. In 
their researches, important use was also made 
of the characteristic features of the system under 
consideration (the strong nonequilibrium charac
ter of the masses of the particles of the components 
of the mixture and the long range character of the 
Coulomb interaction). 

Recently, interest has developed in the consid
eration of the temperature relaxation in a two
temperature system of classical gases, in which 
the assumptions made above would be inapplicable 
(for example, a two-temperature mixture of neu
trons). It is obvious that if the Landau conditions 
are applied in the solution of such a problem, then 
solution of the problem must lead to the Landau 
solution. 

Such an investigation was completed by Des
log. C4J However, in the transition to the Landau 
conditions his results do not agree with the results 
of the former (a difference in the dependence of the 
relaxation time on the mass of the particles). 
This is evidently connected with the fact that the 
initial kinetic equation of Deslog was taken in the 
form suggested in [ 5]. This form of the equation 

raises objections, since the conservation laws 
were incorrectly used in its derivation. 

In the present research, another method is 
proposed for the derivation of the relaxation 
equation for classical systems of two kinds of 
neutral particles, which differ only in mass, and 
each subsystem of which (each kind of particles) 
has a quasi-equilibrium Maxwell distribution with 
its own modulus (temperature). An initial mathe
matical representation introduced by Kihara[3] 

was used in the ;research. The resultant expres
sion for the relaxation time differs from the re
sult of Deslog and agrees with the expression of 
Landau. 

We note that there is an essential inaccuracy 
in the work of Kihara. [3] To be precise, in his 
derivation he uses the expression 

c2 - c'2 = 2m2 G ( ') 
1 1 m 1 + m 2 g - g ' ( 1) 

where c 1 and c; are the velocities of the electron 
before and after the "collision" with the ion ( c 2 

and c2 are the corresponding velocities of the ion); 
m 1 and m 2 are the masses of the electron and ion, 
respectively; G = (m1c 1 + m 2c 2 )/(m1 + m 2); g and 
g' are the relative velocities before and after the 
"collision": g = c 1 - c 2, g' = c;- c2. However, 
this relation is incorrect. Actually, we have from 
( 1) 

(c1 + c2) (m1c1 - m1c~ + m2c1 - m2c~) = 2m2G (g - g'). 

With account of the conservation of momentum 
m 1c 1 - m 1c! = m 2c2 - m 2c 2, this relation reduces 
to the form c 1 + c; = 2G. Substituting therein G 
in the form 

G = + (m1c1 + m2c2 + m1c~ + m2c~)/(m1 + m2), 

and after elementary transformations we get 

g = -g'. (2) 
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However, as is known from the general colli
sion theory, only the absolute value of g is con
served, I g I = g', while the direction of g' can be 
arbitrary relative to g (this property was also 
employed by Kihara). The condition (2) is more 
rigid and does not correspond to reality. 

In setting up the problem, it is advantageous 
to transform the Boltzmann equation to a form 
which takes the conservation laws into explicit 
account. The general form of the Boltzmann 
equation is 

4TI 

ilw (t, Pt) 1 \ \' S ( ) ( ) 
ot .= v j J ul2 Anrt>rt> {w t, Pa w t, P4 

[) 

where p3 and p4 are the momenta of the two 
particles before the collision, p 1 and p 2 are the 
momenta after collision, u12 = I p 1 - p2 I /m, v- 1 

= N/V (N is the number of particles in the sys
tem, V is the volume of the system). Sdiff is the 
differential effective cross section, which depends 
on the relative velocity u 12 of the colliding parti
cles and the scattering angle dQ = sin e de dcp 
( cp is the azimuthal angle). 

The method of our account of the law of con
servation of momentum is evident. The dimen
sionless factor o ( p 1 + p 2 - p3 - p 4) dp3 (where 
o ( P) = o ( Px) o ( Py) o ( Pz ) , o ( Px) is the usual 
Dirac delta function), is introduced in the collision 
integral; in the integration over momentum space 
p3 those states are eliminated from consideration 
which do not obey the law of conservation of mo
mentum. To account for the law of conservation 
of energy, we multiply the collision integral by 
the dimensionless factor o ( E 1 + E2 - ~3 - E4 ) dE4 

and integrate over the energy scale E4• For clas
sical systems ( E = po/2m ), we have the following 
obvious relations: 

dE.1dQ = m- 1p4dp4dQ = P!dp4dQJmp4 = dp4/mp 4 , 

6 (E1 + E 2 - E 3 - E 4) = 2mo (Pi+ p~- p;- P!)· 

We then obtain the desired form of the kinetic 
equation: 

(3) 

Let us now consider a system of two types of 
uncharged particles in the volume V. The number 
of particles of the first and second types are de
noted by NI and Nu, respectively, their masses 

by mi and mu, their mean densities by vi 1 

= NJIV and Vrf = Nu /V. For simplicity, we con

sider the distribution of particles to be an equi
librium one in space so that the probability func
tions of the single particle distributions depend 
only on the time t and the momentum: w ( t, p(I)) 
and w ( t, p(II) ). 

The set of kinetic equations in the form (3) be
comes 

n 
aw (t, p1') = ...!__ \'\.~ u(i, i) s<i, i) {w (t pli)) w (t plil) 

ilt v. \\ 12 34-+12 ' 3 , 4 ' .. 
- w (t, Piil) w (t, p~il)} o~i, i) ob\· i) 7i) dp~i) dp~i) dpii> 

p4 

+ ...!__II\ u(i, j) s<i, j) {w (t plil) w (t pli>) 
vj JJJ 12 34.--+12 ' 3 ' 4 

- w (t, Pii>) w (t, p~>)} o~i, J> ~ (i, i> dp~> dp~i) dp~l, ( 4) 

where i, j = I, II ( i ""' j) and for brevity we use 
the notation 

o~· j) = 6 <vii>+ p~i>- p~i>- p~>), 

6~; il = 0 (pii) 2 + p~i> 2 _ p~i> 2 _ pt> 2) 

~(i, i> = o (mJPli) 2/mi + pV> 2 _ mip~i) 2/m; _ p~> 2)/p~> 

+ o (pii) 2 + m;p~i> 2/mi _ p~i) 2 _ m;pii> 2/mj)lp~i) 

(such a symmetric form of the equations is brought 
about by the evident equivalence of the integration 
variables p(i) and p(j) ) 3 4 . 

Let the first collision integrals in Eqs. (4) be 
larger than the second. Then, as the result of col
lisions only between "their own" particles in each 
subset, a quasi-equilibrium Boltzmann distribution 
is established with its own characteristic temper
ature: 

w0 (p<i>) = (2nm;kTif'1' exp (- pli) 2/2m;lrT;). (5) 

The quasi-equilibrium in these expressions lies 
in the fact that w0 ( p(i) ) depends implicitly on the 
time t through its dependence on the time of the 
temperature Ti. The process of equalizing the 
temperatures is determined by the equations 

aw (p[i)) 1 ('("' . . . . 
-.-.- = -- \\\ u1:· J) S 1'· J) [w (plil) w (p!Jl) 

dt vj ,,, • 12 34-..12 o 3 o 4 

(6) 
- w (plil) w (plil)J 6(i, j) ~ (i, j) dplil dpli) dplil 

0 1 0 2 p Li 2 3 4' 

Differentiating the left hand side of Eq. (6) with 
account of the explicit expressions (5) for w0, we 
get 

i,j=I,II, i =I= j, (7) 
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where, for brevity, the corresponding collision 
integrals are denoted by Aij. 

We multiply Eq. (7) on the right and on the 
left by p~i) 2/2mikTi .-% and integrate over the 
momentum space p~1). Taking into account the 
exclusive form of w 0, we get 

_4_ dT; C (cl/• p(i) 6- 3cl/, p(i) 4 + ! p(i) 2) exp (- a.p(i) 2) dp(i) 
n';, T. dt J ' 1 ' 1 4 1 , 1 1 

' 0 

= \' (a.p(i) 2 _ 2._) A- dp(i) ( 8) 
~ ' 1 2 'J 1 ' 

where Qli = ( 2mikTi)- 1• The integrals on the left 
hand sides are easily carried out. As a result we 
get 

3 dT; ~ ( . 3 ) . -- = ap(t)2 -- A;·dp(') 
2T i dt i 1 2 J 1 • 

( 9) 

We now transform the right side of Eq. (9) for 
i = I, j = II. From the principle of detailed bal
ancing we have for the quasi-equilibrium expres
sions in w 

( 10) 

Cp(i) 2A .. dp(i) = _ \' p(i) 2A .. dpW 
~ 1 l-J 1 J 3 lJ 1 

(11) 

Thus the right hand side of Eq. (9) reduces to the 
form (for i =I, j =II) 

~ \("\\ (p(l) 2 _ p(l) 2) U(l, II) S;l, II) [w (p(l)) W (p(ll)) 
2vu JJ.l.l 1 a 12 34~12 o 3 o 4 

- Wo (pi I)) Wo (p~II))] 6~!, II) ~II, II) dpll) dp~II) dp~l) dpill) • 

(12) 

In accord with the theory of elastic collisions, 
u(LII) = u(I,II); moreover s(I,II) = s(I,II) 

12 34 34-12 12-34' 

Therefore, with account of the conservation laws, 
we have 

2~\,.~-·~(p(I)2_p(I)2)u(T,II)s(I,II) w (p(n)w (p(II))6 (I,II) 
v 1 3 12 34 -+12 0 3 0 4 p 
II • • • 

X ~(!,II) dpll) dp~II) dp1I) dpili) 

= - 2 \\"_\\ (p(l) 2 - p(I) 2) u<I: I!) s~~·-!i~ 
VII ,\.,;J 1 3 L 

X w0 (piO) W0 (p~II)) 6~1 ' II) ~(I, II) dp?) dp~Il) dp~l) dpi!I)· 

(13) 

As a result, Eq. (9) can be written in the form 

X W (p(m) 6(!, II) ~(I, II) dp(l) dp(II) dp(I) dp(ll) 
02 p L..i l 2 3 4' 

(14) 

By virtue of the law of conservation of energy, one 
can also write 

P2. P4 (l,rr) 8 :r.rr) ( 
(II) 2 (II) 2 ) ] 

- ----- U.12 3-1-U 
mu mu 

X W (p<I)) W (p(IO) 6(!, II) ~(I, II) dp(l) dp(liJ dp(!) dp(ll) 
0102 p L..i 12 3 4• 

(15) 

( 
([)2 (1)2 )\ 

P2 P4 ~ (II, r) 8 ,rr, [) - ----- J U12 3·1-12 mr mr 

X W (p(ll)) W (p(O) 6(T, II)~(!, IT) dp(II) dp(l) dp(ll) dp(O 
0 1 0 2 p LJ l 2 3 J• 

( 16) 

Noting that s(II,I) = S(I,II) u(II,I) = u(I,II), 
34-12 34-12' 12 12 

one can easily establish the fact that the integrals 
in Eqs. ( 15) and ( 16) are equal in magnitude but 
opposite in sign. We thus obtain 

We note that 

If we represent u(I,II) in the form 
34 

(18) 

u~~· II) = ui~· II) cos 6 + ju12 sin 6 cos cp. + ku 12 sin 6 sin q>, 

where j and k are mutually perpendicular unit 
vectors in the plane perpendicular to the vector 
u(I,II), then it is evident that after integration on 

12 

the right hand side of Eq. (17) over the spatial 
momenta p3 and p4, only the integral in which the 
factor u(LII) cos (J remains different from zero. 

12 
We thus obtained the equation 

(19) 
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Q(I, I!) __ (' (' s<I, IT) (f S) _.(I, II) '\1(1, II) d (I) d (II) 
- .).) 34-+12 -COS Up "- p3 p4 • 

(20) 

Bearing in mind that the desired equation 
serves to estimate the relaxation time of the 
process under consideration, which is determined 
only in order of magnitude, we give an approxi
mate estimate for the value of Q(l,Il). For this 
purpose, we neglect the factor cos e in the inte
grand and transform from the variables p(I), p(II) 
to P 34 = p(I) + p(II) and u34 = p(I) /mi 3 4 

3 4 3 

- p~II) /mn. The Jacobian of the transformation is 

equal to /.1 2, where /.1 is the reduced mass 
(JJ.-I = mi1 + mij). In these variables, we have 

1 6p ~(I, II)= f16 (P12 - P34) 6 (u;2 - u~4) 

Integration over P34 is trivial because the 
presence of the delta function. In integration over 
u34, we transform to spherical coordinates with 
the latitude measured from the vector P 12 • Then 
integration over u§4 is trivial because of the 
presence of the delta function, while integration 
over the angular variables does not present any 
difficulty if it is assumed that s(I,II) does not de-

34--+12 

pend on these variables. We then get 

(21) 

Keeping in mind the estimate of the order of mag
nitude of the relaxation time, Q(I,II) can be approx
imated in the following fashion: [GJ 

(22) 

(for a large difference in masses, JJ./( mi + mn) 
reduces to mi/mn for mn » mi). 

As usual, one can approximate as follows in 
Eq. (19): 

kd (Trr- T1)/dt = (vr1 + vii} Q<I. II>ui~·n> (kT1- kTrr) 

( 23) 

( u(I,II) is the mean value), since in the integral 

~ ~ (pill + p~IIJ) ui~· IIJw0 (pill) w0 (p~IIl)dpiiJ dp~Il) 

after the substitution u(I,II) = u(I) - u(II) the inte-
12 1 2 ' 

grals containing pU)u(II) and p(Il)u(I) vanish while 
1 2 2 1 

the integrals containing p(I)u(I) and p(II)u(II) will 
1 1 2 2 

be equal to 3kTI and 3kTn, respectively. Fur

thermore, we set, approximately, [G] 

ui~· IIJ ~ (kTrlm1 + kTII!mu)'l, ~ (kT1/t-tl'''· 

Thus, the equation determining the process of 
temperature equalization has the following approx
imate form: 

2 (
kT \'1,--

X Jtf-L - 1 . I s<I' II) (Tn- Tr). 
mr +mrr !1 · 

(24) 

We then get for the relaxation time T: 

i. _ (_i___ + _i___) zn11 s<r.rr> (krr )';,_ 
-r- vi vll, mr+mu !1 

(25) 

It is easy to establish the fact that one can get 
the Landau estimate from (25) for charged parti
cles if one applies his condition: 

ef eir kT 3 ( 1 1 ) -t J 
S = A (kT r)2 In [ (b) Vr + 1!~ ' 

where b = (eUvi + eiJ/vn)(1/vi + 1/vn)- 1, A is 

a numerical factor. 
We also note that for comparable temperatures 

( Tn R;j TI) our estimate is identical with the esti
mate of Kogan, [ 7] which was derived for the cor
responding process in a plasma. 

In Eq. (19), one can also, in place of the approx
imate estimates given above, carry out a calcula
tion of the integral on the right hand side according 
to a scheme which is similar to the calculation 
scheme of Kogan. For this, iri the integral 

_i_ (___!___ + _i___) Q(I,II) n u(I, II)u(l, II) (p(l) + p(IO) Wo (p<I>) 
3 VI •V II .l.l 12 12 1 2 1 

X Wo (phil)) dpll) dp~Il) 

we transform from the variables p~I), p~II) to the 
variables P 12 and u 12 • The integral will then 
have the form 

!12 ( 1 . 1 ) 
~ = 2 m 1kT 1 'mukTn ' 
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In the integrations over both P 12 and u 12, we 
transform to spherical coordinates. After inte
gration over the angular coordinates, we get 

where f(x) =cosh x- x- 1 sinh x. Taking it into 
account that f(x) is an even function, the limits 
of integration over P 12 can be extended to the 
range from .,;.. oo to + oo; after this, integration 
over P 12 and then over u 12 does not present any 
difficulty. The final result has the form 

n'f, (v]1 + v"[t} Q(I, Il)f.t3Cy!3a'1, (~ - y2/4a)3 • 

If ITn- TIIITI « 1, then y 2/4a « 4[3, and 
one can neglect the term y 2 I 4a in the denomina
tor. We will then have the following expression in 
extended form for T: 

1' ~~ 8 (2:rt)'/, (___!__ + _1__) S0· IJ)(k2TITII(1' f1 
3 "I "'u mi+mn 

>< [1-1-6 (kTI~nii + kT:Imlr;, ( kT;mi + kTI;mii r3J. 
(26) 

For comparable temperatures ( Tn ~ TI), we 
then get 

~ 8 (2n)'/, ( 1 1 ) S(I, II) f1 (kTI )'/, 
1'~--- -+- ~ ' 

3 VI VII mi + mii f1 

i.e., we get the previous result (the numerical 
factors are practically identical). 

(27) 

In conclusion, the author expresses his grati
tude to V. P. Silin for discussion of the work and 
for advice. 
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